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Covid 19- Updated Information for March 2022
I would like to express my thanks and gratitude to all essential and first line workers for their
hard work and dedication, and my condolences to anyone who may have lost a loved one
during this pandemic.
On March 10 / 2022 the BC provincial government along with provincial health authorities
announced that masks are no longer mandated for indoor settings. Due to this latest
announcement, Blue Owl Inspections has decided to adjust our inspection protocols to begin
transitioning to a no mask policy.
Blue Owl Inspections strives to ensure that everyone involved during the home inspection
process feels comfortable and we fully understand our responsibilities to all parties involved
during this transition period and therefore we will continue to carry PPE / Masks on our persons.
Blue Owl Inspections is cognizant that masks are a personal choice, however during this
transition period all persons should be aware that the inspector may, at their discretion, continue
to wear a mask for their own comfort and will mask up if requested by anyone onsite at the
inspection property and therefore we kindly request that anyone who is onsite during the
inspection to please be respectful of any personal choices with regards to masks.
We are totally comfortable with any client(s) that determines that they would like to be present
during the inspection process however during this transition period we are still graciously
requesting that any persons attending the inspection be limited to the client, their immediate
family, such as spouse, partner or children along with their agent / representative for a
maximum of 3-4 additional peoples. Kindly do not invite any extended family or friends.
As normal we still respectfully ask that everyone at the inspection property try to maintain
appropriate distancing when possible, and to avoid congregating around the inspector while
they are working. As per our normal protocols, all clients will receive a written report and we will
discuss the inspection findings in more detail with clients by phone, or in person at the
conclusion of the inspection.
To help reduce any potential health risks to all parties, we are committed to continually following
the recommended health and safety guidelines set forth by the provincial agencies to the best of
our ability and will update this policy on an ongoing basis.
Thank you in advance to everyone, for your patience, understanding and cooperation during this
transition period and if you have any additional questions or concerns please do not hesitate to
contact us.
Sincerely,
Paul Christman
Blue Owl Inspections
Owner / Lead Inspector

